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made to contract and relax painlessly without their point of
origin being approximated, so that considerable movement of
muscles in the initial stage of treatment can be carried out
without moving the fractured ends of the bone in the slightest
degree. This reproduction of the function of the muscles in
the neighbourhood of a fractured bone by graduated con-
tractions acts beneficially in the following manner: (1) The
contractions and relaxations gradually increase the local blood
supply and aid its circulation, so that absorption of lymph
and extravasated blood in the tissues is rapidly promoted and
the growth of callous powerfully stimulated. (2) Slight move-
ment at the broken ends may increase the production of granu-
lation tissue by causing hyperaemia. (3) The movement of the
muscles prevents contiguous muscles, tendons, and other struc-
tures from becoming adherent. (4) The reproduction of the
physiological action of the muscle prevents their becoming
atrophied. (5) By the muscle movements increasing the local
blood supply, the resting bone is less likely,to become atrophied.
(6) By preventing adhesions and wasting of muscles, as soon as
the repair of the bone is sufficiently advanced, the patient is
able to regain full function in the limbs very much sooner than
is possible where adhesions and wasting of the muscles result
from enforced complete rest.

I can claim for this method that, if properly carried out,
there is no danger and that the results in time and restoration
of function are most satisfactory.-I am, etc.,

London, W. 1. MORTON SMART.

Sciatic "Neuritis
SIR,-Dr. J. MacDonald Holmes and Mr. B. R. Sworn's

article on sciatic neuritis (Sept. 15, p. 350) will be of great
interest to all who have to try to deal with the problem of
sciatic pain. But I still think that an injured intervertebral
disk might account for their cases, both of which gave a history
of associated trauma, for what that is worth. It is possible to
envisage injury to the attachment of part of the annulus fibrosus,
allowing a local bulging of the disk in the standing position
which would be absent in the position at operation, and where
no softening or break in the posterior contour of the annulus
would be felt. I am uncomfortably aware that this explanation
is highly suppositive. But I feel we should be unwilling to
abandon a pathological concept which has shed so much light
on sciatic pain, unless logic truly demands it.

Symptomatic relief from decompression is understandable
with any pathology. But if the disk is damaged, further pro-
trusion in the years to come might be expected. It will be
,interesting to know if either symptoms recur as the protrusion
again fills up the extra space provided, or a demonstrable
narrowing of the disk space occurs.-I am, etc.,

C. W. M. WHITrY,
Major. R.A.M.C.

Psychiatry in the Services
SIR,-As a practising psychiatrist it is with much regret that

I find myself in agreement with most of the statements in Wing
Cmdr. K. G. Bergin's letter (Oct. 13, p. 508); for, having myself
served as a unit medical officer, I realize that there is no lack
of confirmatory evidence regarding the facts mentioned. I have
no doubt that the majority of unit medical officers could cite
an infinite number of similar cases, and I am sure that many
other correspondents will be only too glad to recall their own
experiences. Personally, however, I am much m.ore concerned
in striking at the root of the trouble, and, though willing to
admit that there are many first-class psychiatrists serving in the
Forces, I do not agree with Wing Cmdr. Bergin's statement that
the psychiatric branch can be exonerated from all blame in the
matter of the treatment and disposal of such cases. It must
be admitted that, owing to the shortage of trained psychiatrists,
it was inevitable that the original selection of personnel for
this branch was a matter of great difficulty, and, for the same
reason, it was impossible to give these officers an adequate
military training. It is, indeed, a well-known fact that, especially
in the early part of the war, many " specialists " were appointed
though there was scant evidence that they possessed more than
a superficial knowledge of their "specialty."

In my opinion many of the difficulties confronting even the
expert neuropsychiatrist would have been obviated if these

specialists had been posted for an adequate period as ordinary
unit medical officers. They would then realize to the full the
actual conditions under which Service personnel-especially
N.C.O.s and other ranks-live and work. This, I believe, is
the crux of the whole problem, and raises a matter which is
of vital importance to the future of psychiatry. Although he
is obviously viewing the matter from an entirely different
aspect, I think that Wing Cmdr. Bergin sums up the situation
very concisely in the clause: ". . . a system which lays too
much stress on psychological illness and not enough on a man's
responsibility to his fellows." It is obvious that he did not
intend this to be an indictment against psychiatry, but we whoa
profess to be psychiatrists would do well to ponder and give
the matter much consideration. In the past too much stress
has been laid on the academic and scientific aspects of psycho-
logical medicine, and the sociological implications have not
received the attention they deserve. This broader view can be
achieved only when psychiatry is accepted as an integral part
of the social service of the community and not segregated as
a little-understood and narrow specialty.-l am, etc.,

St. James Mental Hospital, W. LIDDELL MILLIGAN.
Milton, Portsmouth.

SIR,-Wing Cmdr. K. G. Bergin's experience (Oct. 13, p. 508)
differs entirely from that of all serious writers on the subject of
Service neurotics in two respects-their progress after invaliding
and their response to disciplinary measures. Careful follow-
ups on patients who had been invalided out of the Services for
neurosis were done by Lewis (Lancet, 1943, 1, 167) and Ferguson
(Health and Industrial Efficiency, H.M.S.O., 1943), it being
found that the great majority were still seriously incapacitated
after months of civilian life. I have encountered many patients
of this type who had been harshly dealt with by the executive
because of their failure to meet the demands made upon them
or their supposedly malingering propensities. In each case the
results were disastrous, and a completely useless individual,
often with a very great nuisance value, was produced. Such
eminent psychiatrists as Ebaugh (Manual of Military Psychiatry,
W. B. Saunders, Philadelphia, 1944) on the other side of the
Atlantic and Hadfield (British Medical Journal, 1942, 1, 281) on
this have emphasized the unfortunate consequences of treating
these patients as malingerers. Neurotic symptoms are very
real, and the man or woman, in a state of pathological anxiety
and depression finds it more difficult to lead a normal active
life. than does a healthy person. A refusal to recognize this
produces a strong sense of injustice and grievance and has a
most harmful influence.
That the object of neurotic behaviour is to procure discharge

from the Service is a dangerous half-truth in so far as it
implies that this is the chief or sole raison d'etre of the illness,
and that it will cease as soon as it is made quite clear that there
is no chance of this end being achieved. In fact the genesis of
these states is complicated in the extreme, and in most cases
the neurotic behaviour cannot be stopped by any method known
to man.
Wing Cmdr. Bergin's examples are completely unconvincing

and indicative of a disarmingly naive outlook. For example,
the ability to cycle home and work in the garden with every
appearance of pleasure does not in any way suggest that the
man's distress when required to work overtime is feigned or
exaggerated.

It is obvious that Wing. Cmdr. Bergin has let his judgment
and interpretation of the facts be influenced by his moral
indignation at the gain which the neurotic may derive from his
illness. This gain is a common phenomenon in civilian life
also and by no means confined to conditions of military con-
scription. The only way to prevent this secondary gain in the
circumstances would be to gather the neurotics into special
units, which would probably serve littlM useful military purpose
and whose chief function would be to keep the personnel on
Service pay and living under camp or barrack conditions, so
satisfying the code of morality which Wing Cmdr. Bergin
advances and which will command widespread approval. These
units would require efficient administrative staffs, which would
be hardly justifiable from the point of view of the national
interest in time of war. The "system " which is castigated is
presumably that of invaliding on medical grougds for neurosis.
From the moral point of view there is much to be said for the
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